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BOOK SYNOPSIS
Our favorite alien undergrad is back and more conflicted than ever about true love
on planet Earth. It doesnt help matters that the extraterrestrial in question, college
student Brynn Taylor, was once a Golyte, who by nature is wired to love two men at
once. For the Love of Brynn: Book 3: A Fine Line, the third installment of the steamy
fantasy romance series by Nancy LeBrun, casts a provocative new light on
monogamy, while charting the racy escapades of a pretty coed ensnared in one
complex, interspecies love triangle. Mixing love, jealousy, angst, and sex, this latest
installment of LeBruns mind-blowing series explores a love that by human codes is
deemed out of bounds, not to mention out of this world. Book three begins with
Brynns affections divided between the human Wes and Gavin, a fellow Golman. Wes
finds his emotions reeling out of control after discovering that Brynn never gave up
her relationship with Gavin. Not only that, Brynn is now pregnant and doesnt know
which of the two is her babys father. The drama intensifies with the emergence of
the powerful Ephagee, the Muldana, who harbors his own desire for Brynn. He
quickly maneuvers to use Wess anger to his advantage, playing one lover against the
other in the hopes that one of them will walk away. Brynn, however, is intent on
convincing Gavin and Wes to live in the Golyte tradition of sharing her both
physically and emotionally, despite living in a world where monogamy is the norm
and jealousy abounds on all fronts. When a freak accident lands Wes in the hospital
on the Living Ship, Brynn becomes easy prey to the scheming antics of the Muldana.
After breaking Golyte law, she finds herself in the courtroom and perilously close to
serving prison time, with her fate in the hands of Ephagee. Will she throw herself on
the mercy of Ephagee to short circuit a lengthy sentence, even if she must instead
be at his beck and call? As her two paramours clash, the overwhelmed Brynn runs
away to Virginia Beach. With no car, no license, no money, no clothes, she is on the
verge of desperate measures. Thats when an unexpected breath of fresh air blows
into her life. His name is Ryan. As men and women, humans and aliens, come
together and fall apart, For the Love of Brynn: Book 3: A Fine Line offers another
scintillating romantic read that boldly wreaks havoc on societal norms, while it gets
your blood feverishly pumping.
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